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1 REVISED PROJECT DESIGN

1.1 DESIGN EVOLUTION

Our project has evolved quite consistently over the course of this class. While our design document

was quite thorough and we were able to follow it most of the time, deviations were unavoidable as criteria

changed and other events happened. We started out with our backend framework being a completely

different tech stack that was swapped halfway through the project to ensure maintainability for the IT team

we are passing this off to. We also had requirements change along the way in our weekly / bi-weekly

meetings with our client. We had new features asked for, we had old features that were initially wanted were

scrapped, and many other changes occurred. These changes were to be expected as the design and

development processes are always changing and adapting in the software industry.  Overall our core project

design stayed quite intact with only minor changes and additions being the majority of our changes this

semester.

1.2 REQUIREMENTS

Functional Requirements

● CRUD therapists
● CRUD patients
● CRUD nurse
● CRUD admin
● CRUD location
● Add/Delete room
● Support multiple user types

○ Admin
○ Therapist
○ Nurse

● Ability to schedule multiple types of activities
○ Speech Therapy
○ Occupational Therapy
○ Physical Therapy
○ Conference time
○ Drive time
○ Rest time
○ Other

● Ability to schedule on multiple, synced schedules
○ View by room
○ View by therapist
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● Support multiple locations
● Ability to print the schedule
● Prevent scheduling conflicts
● View metrics

○ How much time each therapist has spent doing patient care each week
○ How much time each patient has spent doing each type of therapy per day

Economic Requirements:

The budget is $0. This shouldn’t be an issue since we don’t have to purchase a cloud service.

Non Functional Requirements:

The application should be accessible by multiple users at once

1.3 RELEVANT STANDARDS

● Test-driven development
● Branch-Review-Merge process
● ISO/IEC 12207 Software Lifecycle Process
● IEEE/ISO/IEC 29119-2-2013 - Software Testing
● IEEE/ISO/IEC 24748-5-2017 - Software Development Planning
● IEEE P2675 - Software Deployment

We wanted to use proper development standards when it came to designing and developing our project. We
decided we wanted to use standards that properly defined stages of development such as development
planning, Software testing, Software deployment as well as other basic standards to each step in the
software lifecycle process. We used a Scrum approach to our development and used Branch-Merge-Review
to add code to our project.

1.4 ENGINEERING CONSTRAINTS

● Visibility of two main schedules
● Allow for multiple types of users: Therapists, Nurses, admins
● Admins can manage patients, appointments, therapists, nurses, locations, and rooms
● Schedules can be printed
● Users can:

- Login and logout
- View relevant metrics
- View schedule in a way that is intuitive to them

We had only a couple of real constraints in our project. We had the core functionality that was asked of us
as shown above, but a majority of the design and development was up to our discretion which made the
project more of a design and code process than just a coding assignment.
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1.5 SECURITY CONCERNS AND COUNTERMEASURES

Security Requirements:

● Must adhere to HIPAA standards
● Patients can’t view other patient information
● Nurses can’t alter the schedule, they can only view it
● Sensitive information (passwords) must be hashed before storage

Our project is a web application and is software in its entirety meaning we don’t have any real physical
security needed. However, cybersecurity is more important for our project. Even though our project isn’t
customer-facing in any way, we are still holding sensitive user information that needs to be kept
confidential.

1.6 IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The technologies we chose are currently maintained and have ample documentation available. The
tech stack we chose is very common, so a technologist working for the client should be able to maintain
the application.

We chose to use React instead of Angular because the scheduling system is more component-based,
which is a strength of React. Originally we had a technical stack with Java, Springboot, and a MySQL
database, but after we met with Unity Points compliance team we realigned our stack with C#.NET and
TSQL to ensure maintainability after the delivery date.  We wanted a relational database since a lot of
the data for our system is interconnected and it gives us more flexibility in how we create the system.
We chose Javascript over Typescript because we had more experience with Javascript, even though
Typescript has type checking built-in.

We followed Test Driven Development (Figure 1.1) and Agile methodologies (Figure 1.2). We used
Test Driven Development to minimize bugs in the application, ensure high code coverage, and deliver
high-quality code. We used an Agile methodology that is structured similarly to Kanban. We
demonstrated our project to the client every two weeks (at the end of our sprints) and received feedback
from the client at that time. We wanted to receive feedback from the client throughout the
development process so we could adjust the project as needed instead of changing things last minute.
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Figure 1.1 Test-Driven Development

Figure 1.2 Agile Process

Below are our design diagrams. We have our system diagram which is an overview of the way our
system works. Our system is really broken down into 3 major components. We have our React /
Javascript framework that is the UI for our users. It is the side the client interacts with having multiple
different pages for the users to access. Next, we have our MS-SQL database which stores all of our
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non-volatile data in a relational format. And finally, we have our ASP.NET API. The API transfers the
necessary data from our database to our front end and vice versa. The API has full CRUD capabilities.

Figure 1.3 Software Architecture Overview

Next is our block diagram.  Our block diagram shows the flow of a user operating our application.
The user begins at the login page before it can reach the rest of the application. After a successful login,
the user starts at the landing page. The landing page contains the current schedule for the week as well
as other access points to the rest of the website. From the landing page, an admin can access all features
of the website such as viewing metrics, creating new users, system settings, and other pages.
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Figure 1.4 Block Diagram

Next up we have our database schema. Our database is broken down into multiple parts. We have
the main tables such as patient, therapist, user, and appointment. We store all the patient, therapist, and
user’s basic information in their respective tables as well as all of the previous and upcoming appointments
in the appointment table. We then have our extra tables such as therapy, therapy_main, permission, room,
location, hours_worked, authentication which all hold smaller amounts of data that support our main
tables.
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Figure 1.5 DB Schema
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Next up is our Use Case Diagram. This shows all the functional capabilities of different users of our
system. As you can see the admin user has full access to every feature on the application. Whereas therapists
have control over creating appointments, viewing metrics, and creating patients. Finally, you have the nurse
role which can only view the schedule.

Figure 1.6 Use Case Diagram
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1.7 TESTING PROCESS AND TESTING RESULTS

The backend of this web application used a service-controller architecture. Controllers are used to
handle requests from clients and return a result. Services are used to perform an action for a user or
client, things such as creating, reading, updating, and deleting data from the database. Isolation of
different responsibilities for services and controllers lends itself naturally to unit testing each service
and controller. We followed a test-driven development model. Before writing any code, we would create
a failing unit test, then write enough code just to pass the failing unit, refactor the code to clean it up,
and finally repeat this process. Unit testing allowed us to test data validation within the service layer
and acceptance/response of client requests in the controller layer. Another level of testing performed
was integration testing between the service and controller layer. This ensured that the interactions
between services and controllers behaved as expected. Lastly, for system-level testing, we used Postman
to manually test all the endpoints and documented sample inputs and outputs. System-level testing
gave us assurance that end-to-end use cases behaved as expected.

1.8 RELATED PRODUCTS AND LITERATURE

We spent some time looking into existing scheduling applications within the healthcare industry and
found Shift Admin, QGenda, and Care Cloud to be highly rated. Shift Admin has a mobile app. Our
application will be viewable on mobile devices through a mobile browser. QGenda does automated
scheduling. The Client doesn’t want this, as they want their physicians to control their own schedules.
Care Cloud has a chatbot. This feature wouldn’t generate much value for The Client since their patients
aren’t scheduling their own appointments. Our software scheduling program while still quite similar to
other related projects we still felt ours was unique enough to the client to make it better than just
applying for a non-specific version.

The main difference between these products and ours is that ours will be free for The Client to use.
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2 OPERATION MANUAL

2.1 STEP BY STEP INSTRUCTIONS

Setup

Download Node.js and npm: https://www.npmjs.com/get-npm
Install yarn: npm install --global yarn
Download the repository
In a terminal, navigate to sdmay21-44/frontend and run yarn install, then npm start.
The application will automatically open up in your browser.

Demo
The application will open to the schedule page. Login with an admin user.

Figure 2.1 Login Screen

Using the left-hand navigation bar, go to the Manage Therapists page. Add a therapist or two. Repeat
this process for patients.
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Figure 2.2 Left Hand Navigation Bar Figure 2.4 Add Therapist Screen

Using the left-hand navigation bar, go to the Settings page. Go to Manage Locations and add a location.
Back on the settings page, go to Manage Rooms and add a room. Back on the settings page, go to
Manage Therapy Types and add different types of therapies.

Figure 2.5 Settings page Figure 2.6 Add location page
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Use the Add Appointment button to create an appointment and see it appear on the calendar. You can
also add an appointment by clicking on a particular calendar square and it will autofill the form with
information.

Use the dropdown at the top of the page to look at different types of schedules (Room View, Therapist
View, etc). Use the dropdown by the dates to change the week and use the toggle at the bottom of the
schedule view to toggle between days.

Figure 2.7 Main Dashboard/schedule view for admins

You can also add other admin users on the Manage Admins page, which you navigate to using the
left-hand side navigation bar.

Test
To run the backend end tests, select the Test tab in the navigation bar of VS Code (Download VS Code
here: https://code.visualstudio.com/download). This should give a drop-down with an option called
Run All Tests. Select Run All Tests. A pop up called Test Explorer should appear that runs all tests and
shows the results of the test runs.
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Figure 2.8 Test Dropdown

A pop up called Test Explorer should appear that runs all tests and shows the results of the test runs.

Figure 2.9 Completed Tests
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3 ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS

3.1 INITIAL VARIANTS

During our design process, we considered two different options. The first was creating a web
application. A web application solves almost all of the client’s issues; visibility, usability, increase in
features, and many other issues as well. Our second idea was to create a desktop application. This idea
would also solve our user’s problem but we felt it was less flexible than the web application and would
be harder to implement.  We decided a web application would allow for greater visibility for therapists
to use on tablets and mobile devices.

3.2 FAILED VARIANTS

Originally we had decided to use a backend technical stack that used Java, Springboot, and a MySQL
database. We got semi-far using this structure before meeting the Unity Points compliance team. We
found out their entire tech team only used the C# framework and a java application would be quite an
annoyance to upkeep. So we decided to realign our stack with C#.NET and TSQL to ensure
maintainability after the delivery date.
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4 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

4.1 RELEVANT ADDITIONS

Overall this whole project was a learning experience. Interacting with a client instead of writing code for
an assignment is an entirely different approach and experience. Using proper development standards
and truly planning out this project in its entirety before writing code was another new experience.
Using the branch-review-merge process was helpful to maintain the quality of our code, but we were
also pleasantly surprised that it was useful in spreading implementation information throughout our
team.

The backend team completely swapping over tech stacks in the middle of the project is another great
learning opportunity, because in professional development events like that happen all the time. And the
ability to adapt to changes quickly and effectively will be a great tool to have moving forward.
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5 CODE

5.1 CODE

The frontend uses Axios for network requests:

The frontend uses React to render the UI:

The backend is an API setup with a set of the controller, model, services, and test:

UserController Example:
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User Service Interface Example:

User Test Example:
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